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Photography trend of Vietnam youth
Ha Noi, Vietnam

Ha Noi, Vietnam, 27.02.2016, 13:34 Time

USPA NEWS - Walking around Hanoi these days, you can easily find a photographer adjust lens and camera, a model is posing to
take photographs. These images become very familiar with Hanoi citizen, especially the youth.

Walking around Hanoi these days, you can easily find a photographer adjust lens and camera, a model is posing to take photographs.
These images become very familiar with Hanoi citizen, especially the youth.
In the past, taking photos in the middle of a crowd was problematic because many Vietnamese were shy and embarrassed to pose in
front of camera while thousands of eyes look toward. This crowd ruined their photos and spoiled their inspiration.
Thankfully, people now feel confident enough to show themselves, their feelings and their emotions to take beautiful and creative
photographs. This created an art revolution of portrait photography.

Since then, more beautiful, creative and unique photos were born and easily shared via social networks such as Facebook, Flickr,
Instagram...
Social network is important role in creating a "take photo anywhere" trend in the youth of Vietnam. Instagram and Facebook are typical
platforms for this trend. You only need a phone has internet connection, capture and instantly upload photos, your passion will be
shared with your friends around the world immediately.

Many photography groups were created on the Facebook, where peoples with the same passion find others, share their beautiful
photos, make friend and create photography events. In these events, they meet other members of group, make friend, take
photographs together, share their photography experiences, skills and techniques, and also make funny moments together.
Some images of the photography event of the group: "Giao lÆ°u phó nhÃ¡y vÃ máº«u" (Exchange of photographers and models) on
the Facebook. It is one of biggest Vietnam photography groups on the Facebook. They have around 59,000 members.
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